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Azure, abase a skyline of factories fesswise throughout Silver Gray surmounted by a partially
rolled scroll arraswise Argent garnished Celeste with Gold Brown detail lines overall in pale a
quill pen Or with Gold Brown detail lines, all within a diminished bordure Or. Attached below
the shield, a White scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and inscribed "AF
INSTALLATION CONTRACTING AGENCY" in Blue letters.
EMBLEM SIGNIFICANCE
Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors. Blue alludes to the sky, the
primary theater of Air Force operations. Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of
Air Force personnel. The emblem has historical significance tracing to the Enterprise Sourcing
Group and the Contract Management Division. The quill and scroll represent contractual
agreements, the core mechanism by which the Air Force obtains goods and services. The colors
of the quill and scroll have significance: the white in the scroll represents purity/integrity,

symbolic of credible/transparent execution, and the gold in the quill represents ingenuity in
executing Air Force strategic sourcing and other acquisition methods. The gray shaded industrial
background represents the partnership with the United States industrial base.
MOTTO
OPERATIONS
Specialized Contracting Squadron Activated at Ramstein US Air Forces in Europe-Air Forces
Africa officials activated the 764th Specialized Contracting Squadron at Ramstein AB, Germany,
according to a base release. "Today, the 764th is the first specialized contracting squadron to
officially stand up," said Col. Mario Troncoso, Air Force Installation Contracting Agency
director, who presided over the Oct. 2 ceremony. The squadron's mission is "to provide
acquisition support to all of USAFE-AFAFRICA for purchases worth more than $2 million or
any amount that supports multiple locations," states the Oct. 2 release. The squadron took over
the functions previously executed by the 700th Contracting Squadron's specialized contracting
flight. Under an Air Force-wide realignment, specialized contracting flights are transitioning to
squadrons and will fall under AFICA, states the release. The agency is headquartered at WrightPatterson AFB, Ohio. 2013
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